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Chairman Hultgren, Chairman McGovern, and distinguished members, thank you for inviting me to
testify today.
Recent years have seen rapid advances in artificial intelligence and machine learning. AI tools are
now coming out of research labs and into the real world, and are reshaping a variety of industries –
medicine, transportation, finance, cybersecurity, and more. AI will similarly have important
applications to human rights.
Artificial intelligence is a general-purpose enabling technology, much like electricity, computers, or
networks. AI will be used by state and non-state actors for a variety of purposes, some of which will
no doubt include suppressing human rights. Other uses may help to enhance human rights or fight
against repressive regimes. It is not my intention today to estimate what the net effect of AI
technology will be for human rights. Rather, I would like to walk through some features of the
technology and some potential use cases to help illustrate some of the possibilities as AI technology
becomes more widely used.
Applications of Artificial Intelligence
AI tools can be used for a variety of applications. Some examples include:
•

Data classification, such as identifying images, classifying song genres, or arriving at
medical diagnoses.1 Given a sufficiently large set of training data, algorithms can be trained
to classify data extremely accurately, often better than humans.

•

Anomaly detection, such as finding fraudulent financial transactions or new forms of
malware.2 Traditional methods of anomaly detection require looking for known signatures.
However, new AI tools can find anomalies whose signatures are not yet known by analyzing
routine patterns of data and then identifying new data that is outside the norm. These
systems can be used to monitor large data streams, such as financial transactions, at scale and
in real-time in ways that would not be feasible for humans.

•

Prediction, such as making statistical predictions about future behavior based on large
datasets. Systems of this type are already widely used commercially, such as recommendation
algorithms in Netflix and Amazon and search engine auto-fills. Other uses raise difficult
ethical issues, such as predictive policing or predicting patient longevity in end-of-life care.3

•

Optimization, such as improving performance and efficiency in industrial systems. Given a
known goal, such as saving energy or reducing costs, AI systems can often find novel
solutions to problems.4

AI and Threats to Human Rights
In the hands of a repressive state with access to large datasets about its population, these tools could
be used to further increase state control. Automated facial recognition technology combined with
security cameras could make 1984-style continuous monitoring feasible in metropolitan areas.
Combined with other readily available digital data collected through computers and smartphones, AI
tools could be used to comprehensively monitor a person’s behavior, communications, likes, and
desires at a scale not even Orwell could have imagined.
People living in the digital age create a cornucopia of data: smartphone geolocation, browser history,
web search history, online purchases, contacts, social media engagements, email and text message
content, telephone calls, and more. Whoever has access to this data has tremendous insight not only
into a person’s past, but also the ability to predict their future behavior. Without AI tools, though, it
is hopelessly impractical to manage this data at scale.
AI makes much of this data more discoverable through data classification tools that can recognize
faces, identify human emotions, translate voice to text, translate languages, and process language. AI
tools also make it feasible to analyze and process this data at scale. This means that the kind of
intrusive monitoring that would in the past have been extremely time-consuming and resourceintensive can now be done quickly and at scale, allowing far more extensive and intrusive monitoring
of a population.
Moreover, large datasets can be aggregated to generate statistically valid predictions. By learning
from data across an entire population and then applying this to readily available information about
an individual, AI tools could be used to make predictions about that individual’s preferences or
behavior – political, financial, sexual, or other. AI tools could be used to not only monitor a
population, but predictively crack down on would-be dissidents.
AI to Assist Human Rights
At the same time, there are a number of features of AI tools that would make them powerful allies
for those fighting repressive regimes. AI systems embed expertise within the software itself,
lowering the bar the skills needed for a given capability. One does not need to spend years learning
chess anymore to play at the level of a grandmaster; one can merely download a chess app for free.
Similarly, AI systems will put greater abilities in the hands of non-state groups and individuals.
Smartphones already turn surveillance tools back against the state, allowing citizens to record abuses
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by authorities. AI tools such as embedded object recognition or facial recognition in the hands of
everyday citizens could make it even easier to identify abusers and hold perpetrators to account.
A core feature of information technology is that it renders the costs of copying and transmitting
information close to zero. One of the consequences of this is that it is difficult to keep information
secret. While this is true for personal information, it is also true for state secrets. Individuals have
accessed and released large tranches of government secrets on a scale that was impossible in the predigital era. The ease with which information freely flows in the digital age is a hindrance to
repressive regimes that thrive on secrecy.
AI tools will make it easier for individuals and non-state organizations to process and analyze this
data. In January 2018, a student at the Australian National University pointed out that “heat maps”
of jogging routes from runners wearing geo-locating Fitbits could be used to identify secret military
and intelligence bases overseas.5 Journalists quickly discovered that they could de-anonymize the
data and actually identify specific users who had run routes as well as previous locations they had
visited.6 This analysis was done manually, but AI tools could make it easier to process this data at
scale, including linking it with other datasets such as social media profiles.
Embedding expertise within the software allows for greater automation, which can expand the scale
at which smaller groups can achieve effects. For example, a few individuals have been able to cause
significant internet disruption for short periods of time using botnets to infect Internet of Things
(IoT) devices and launch distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks.7 Automation may allow small
groups to achieve outsize effects, which levels the playing field against powerful actors and may be
helpful in combatting repressive states.
Conclusion
A key question for any new technology is whether it concentrates power in the hands of a few or
democratizes power towards the many. AI has features of both. At present, large datasets are needed
to train AI systems. Additionally, the most cutting-edge advances in AI require significant
computing resources.8 At the same time, many AI tools are freely available for download online,9
and much data is openly available. Artificial intelligence will enable actors who both seek to enhance
human rights and those who aim to repress them.
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